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subsistence meeting april 101110 11
alaska federation of natives president julie kitka has an-

nounced that AFN will host a summit conference for the alaska
native community to discuss the subsistence issue

AFN notes that the theme subsistence strategy for our
future reflects the critical role of subsistence in the survival
of native cultures and village economieseconomics across the state

it isis impossible to overemphasize the importance of subsistence
to alaska natives and the seriousness of the threat currently posed
by the alaska supreme courts recent decision throwing the cur-
rent subsistence preference into chaos

the conference isis set for april 101110 11 at the egan convention
center inin anchorage kitka says she hopes the gathering will pro-
vide a forum to hear all viewsviews of native groups throughout the
state in addition gov steve cowper members of the bush
caucus of the alaska legislature and representatives from the
US department of interior will be invited to speak

we believe this forum could set the tone for native unity on
the subsistence issueissue an issue which has the potential to drive
a wedge between people and groups

many different solutions are being debated among the most
workable are changing the alaska constitution to call for a rural
preference for subsistence and changing the constitution to call
for a native preference

among the worst ideas are those1hosechose that would make subsistence
a welfare program basing eligibility on income levels and at-

tempting to call for hunting and fishing on weekdays as if sub-
sistencesi were a simple matter of deciding to go out and get a
caribou on a given thursday

we believe that a solution to the subsistence issueissue will only come
about if the alaska native community isis solidly behind a posi-
tion this means unity and it unquestionably will mean com-
promise on the part of some groups

we commend AFN for calling this important meeting and we
urge people to send representatives to it there are compelling
arguments inin favor of state and federal changes just as there are
compelling arguments for a rural and a native preference

what isis needed isis a lot of discussion we have faith that alaska
natives will argue debate and consider alternatives and then
decide on a united stand


